the regulations website is down and not reachable via the internet. I will have to ask you to forward this public comment.

Agricultural Mktg Service
7 CFR parts 1000,1001
Docket No. AO-14-A72 et al DA 03 08

Milk in Northeast - public comment from federal register posting on march 2, 2004

Interesting that only proponents of higher prices from the industry were the only witnesses, who represents the interests of the general american public in having lower milk prices. This hearing seems far too one sided to make any decisions quickly based on biased special interest testimony.

comment on page 2 - to give americans a fair hearing, independent knowledgeable people should be called in to testify as to the detrimental effects of this proposal.

page 3 comment - Give a hearing and only those who can make money for themselves from being there are there. It is clear testimony was only special interest. This regulatory body has a duty and obligation to seek out the full spectrum of american opinion, not just people who can enrich themselves.

page 5 - making a decision after hearing only one side of a story is horrible and results in bad decisions for the general american public.

this is my comment for the public record. I hope you can fix your website someday. Maybe you should give alternatives to a listed website since they are down and not working all of the time.

b. sachau
15 elm st
florham park nj 07932